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ABSTRACT 
 

Background: Plasma and serum indices of monoaminergic activity reflect partly the illness of 

schizophrenia (e.g. HVA/deficit syndrome) and sometimes the symptoms (e.g. HVA/anhedonia). But, 

such studies have rarely taken both metabolites and parent amines or inter-amine activity ratios into 

account. We hypothesized that comparing the major symptom dimensions to measures of 

transmitter activity (with and without control for antipsychotic drug treatment) would show 

differential patterns of activity useful for the design of pharmacological treatments.  

Methods: Dopamine (DA), noradrenaline (NA), serotonin (5-HT), their 3 major metabolites and 

prolactin were measured in the serum of 108 patients with schizophrenia and 63 matched controls: 

DA D2-receptor blocking-activity was estimated from a regression of butyrophenone displacement in 

striatum in vitro on to PET reports of drug-binding in vivo. Symptoms were factored into 4 

dimensions (disorganized/thought disorder, nonparanoid/negative, ideas-of-reference and 

paranoid/positive symptoms). Results: (1) Patients’ DA activity did not differ from controls: but their 

5-HT and NA turnovers increased and the DA/5HT-metabolite ratio was lower. Increased DA-D2-

receptor occupancy was predicted by decreased DA-metabolism and its ratio to 5-HT-metabolism. (2) 

Patients had higher levels of NA, DA-metabolites and DA-/5-HT-metabolite ratios on atypical vs. 

typical drugs. (3) Increased D2-occupancy was associated with lower DA metabolism in paranoid 

patients but was unrelated to relative increases of 5-HT- and NA-metabolism in nonparanoid 

patients. (4) Low DA-/5-HT-meta-bolite ratios, high prolactin and low DA-metabolism characterized 

thought-disordered patients. (5) High DA-/5-HT-metabolite ratios paralleled many ideas-of-

reference. The metabolites were sensitive, respectively, to control for D2-occupancy and prolactin.  

Conclusions: The role of DA in paranoid, and 5-HT in thought-disordered and ideas-of-reference 

dimensions point both to the mechanisms underlying the features typical of these subgroups and the 

type of medication appropriate. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

 

Schizophrenia has been and is still thought 

to be linked to some form(s) of abnormal 

dopamine (DA) activity (Grace, 2000). The 

abnormality is proposed to lie with the 

disruption of cortical regulation of sub-cortical 

DA activity, and this provides one basis for the 

cognitive problems of patients with 

schizophrenia (Breier, 1999) and the 

continued use of DA antagonism as a 

treatment strategy (Carlsson et al, 1999). 

Recent functional and genetic studies have 

implied a contribution of a low activity allele 

for catechol-O-methyl transferase (COMT), 

essential to DA catabolism, to the clinical and 

cognitive manifestations of schizophrenia 

(Gasperoni et al, 2001). Nonetheless, evidence 

continues to be put forward for contributions 

from dysfunctioning noradrenergic (NA, 

Friedman et al., 1999) and serotonergic 

systems (5-HT: Carlsson et al, 1999). 

 However, despite the widespread 

acknowledgment of the heterogeneity of 

schizophrenia few studies have investigated 

whether indices of the activity of different 

monoamines or the relationships between 

them as measured in the circulation are 

associated with the different clinical pictures 

presented by patients with schizophrenia. 

Despite some negative reports (e.g. 

Galinowski et al 1998; Garver et al 1997; 

Yoshimura et al 2000), there is a more recent 

consensus for increased HVA levels to be 

associated with the negative syndrome 

(Ribeyre et al 1991; Suzuki et al 1992; Zhang et 

al 2001) and fewer positive symptoms (Davila 

et al 1995; Sumiyoshi et al 1997; Kim et al 

2000). Reports conflict over whether HVA 

levels are higher (Nibuya et al 1995) or lower 

in the deficit vs. non-deficit syndromes 

(Thibaut et al., 1998). With regard to more 

specific symptoms, increased HVA has been 

associated with more anhedonia (Zhang et al 

200) and less depression and hostility (Sharma 

et al 1998). While prominent negative 

symptoms (Pickar et al 1990) and 

disorientation (Markianos et al 1992) have 

been associated with high levels of MHPG, 

increases of NA and MHPG from low levels 

have also been related to a good treatment 

response (Breier et al 1994; Nagamoto et al 

1999).  Broadly, platelet or plasma levels of 5-

HT and 5-HIAA are usually increased in 

patients with schizophrenia (Fukuda et al 

1996; Mück-Seler et al 1999; Dursun et al 

2000), reflecting numerous earlier studies 

(Bleich et al 1988), although the differences 

are not always significant (Markianos et al 

1992). Increased metabolism, especially in 

paranoid patients (Markianos et al 1992) may 

reflect increased hostility, and impulsivity 

(Dursun et al 2000), and fewer autistic or 

depressive features (Alfredsson and Wiesel 

1990).  

Disparate results often reflect small sample 

size and treatment, but especially the 

heterogeneity of the illness, by disregard of 

the types of patient studied (Reynolds 1995; 

Zhang et al 2001). The purpose of this report is 

to go beyond the deficit/non-deficit or 

positive/negative symptom dichotomies by 

factor analyzing the main symptom 

dimensions presented by a large group of 

patients as a basis for defining subtypes of 

schizophrenia and seeking their biochemical 

signatures.  

Further, to increase the potential 

sensitivity of associations between transmitter 

activity and symptoms, we focus on 

relationships of the metabolites of the three 

principal monoamines to their parent amine 

and to each other. Thus one novel aspect of 

this study is to take into account the 

unmetabolized amine in assessing the 

turnover implicated by metabolite levels. 

Further, as the catabolic enzymes (MAO and 

COMT) are in excess in the brain, between-

metabolite ratios reflect the relative activity 

between the monoaminergic systems: such 

comparisons have been but rarely carried out 

in plasma (Ottong and Garver 1997) and 

cerebral spinal fluid (Maas et al 1997).  

Peripheral measures of monoamines and 

their metabolites are diluted by sources 

outside the CNS, nonetheless between a fifth 

and a third of metabolite levels (HVA, MHPG, 

5-HIAA) are reported to derive from the brain 

(Maas et al 1980; Sternberg et al 1983; Greene 

and Faull 1989; Kopin 1992; Amin et al 1995). 
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There is wide agreement that plasma HVA 

levels can reflect CNS and CSF measures, 

psychosis and drug treatment (reviews, 

Lieberman and Koreen, 1993; Friedhoff and 

Silva, 1995). Indeed in vivo increases of DA D2 

occupancy induced by α-methyl-p-tyrosine 

were tightly correlated to decreased plasma 

HVA (Laruelle et al 1997). 

Carpenter et al (1999) remarked that 

studies comparing a group of subjects with 

schizophrenia with another group often report 

differences without clarifying whether the 

feature concerned related only to a subgroup 

of the patients. Our aim is to clarify such an 

issue for measures of neurotransmitter 

activity based on groups identified by a factor 

analysis of the prevalent symptoms (i.e., 

thought disorder (ThD), negative/non-

paranoid  symptoms, ideas-of-reference (IoR), 

and positive/paranoid symptoms).   

Such subgroups show quite different 

problems with information processing that are 

likely to be modulated by monoaminergic 

transmission. For example, while patients 

characterized by ThD are notably impaired in 

situations demanding of their attention-

related abilities (Oades, 1982; Liddle and 

Barnes 1999), those with IoR or ego-

disturbance fail to derive the predicted 

consequences of intended actions (Frith et al 

1994). It has been argued that paranoid/non-

paranoid distinctions reflect different 

lateralized preferences for automatic/ percept 

and controlled/concept processing strategies 

(Magaro and Chamrad 1983): this is supported 

by analyses of selective attention abilities in 

conditioned blocking performance (Bender et 

al 2001). We have applied a method for 

estimating central DA D2-receptor occupancy 

from serum levels of neuroleptic drug to show 

that some of these diagnostic differences 

(paranoid/nonparanoid) and neuropsycholog-

ical profiles depend on occupancy differences 

(e.g. verbal fluency and story-recall: Oades et 

al 2000b). Here, along with prolactin 

measures, this method is applied to control 

for the influence of these aspects of 

medication on the biochemical measures. 

 

METHODS: 
 

Subjects: 
 

In this study 108 patients with DSM-IV criteria 

for schizophrenia (American Psychiatric 

Association, 1994) from the Child, Adolescent 

and Adult University Psychiatry Clinics were 

compared with 63 healthy controls, recruited 

by advertisement and paid for their 

participation. The groups were closely 

matched for age, education, socio-economic 

family status and handedness (Table 1). 

 

Patients were admitted consecutively for 

functional psychosis. The initial diagnosis was 

made by the senior ward physician. They were 

re-examined for entry to the study by two 

senior physicians of the research group (S.B & 

J.W.: DSM-IV, criteria A-E): affective, 

schizoaffective and schizophreniform 

psychoses were excluded. Patients were also 

screened to exclude other major psychiatric or 

somatic illness, alcohol abuse in the last 5 

years and substance abuse other than 

nicotine. Schizophrenia subtypes were defined 

by DSM-IV criteria, whereby the 

undifferentiated type was regarded as a 

residual category that contrasts with the 

paranoid, disorganized and catatonic 

subtypes. The exclusion criteria for healthy 

participants, based on a semi-structured 

interview, were the same as for the patients. 

In addition they reported no family history of 

psychotic illness, nor that they had previously 

consulted with a psychiatrist or psychologist. 

Symptom severity was rated with the 

Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS: 

Kay et al 1992). As Schneiderian ideas-of-

reference (ego-disturbance) and thought 

disorder are under- represented in this scale, 

the relevant items from the Scale for 

Assessment of Positive Symptoms (SAPS: 

Andreasen & Olsen 1982) were also scored. 

Motor side-effects and handedness were 

rated but are not part of the present analysis. 

Following approval from the Medical Centre 

Ethics Committee, informed signed consent 

was obtained from each patient and the 

responsible care-giver, and from each healthy 

participant. 
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Table 1 

Demographic and Clinical Data (Means ±±±± standard deviation): a) 108 patients and 63 controls providing 
biochemical data, and b) 72 patients and 37 controls with a full set on 3 monoamine and 3 metabolite 

measures (excluding outliers) 
Schizophrenics  Controls    Schizophrenics  Controls  
(a)             (b)     

Age   (years)    33.3 (10.9)   32.5 (11.0)   32.1 (10.4)   32.7 (9.9) 

Gender  (m/f)    68 / 40     34 / 29     48 / 24     23 / 14 

Socio-economic group1   4.5  ( 2.0)   4.9  ( 1.6)    4.4 ( 2.0)    4.9  (1.7) 

Education  (years)    13.2 (3.7)   13.8 (3.0)   13.1 (3.3)   14.0 (3.2) 

IQ     (short APM)  7.3  (2.6)   9.9  (1.9)   7.7  (2.6)   10.0 (2.0) 

Handedness (Edinburgh)  17.5 (8.5)   18.9 (5.3)   16.9 (9.2)   18.7 (6.4)  

Onset-Age (years)    23.6 (8.4)         23.5 (8.3) 

First admission  (years)  25.1 (9.6)         24.7 (9.5) 

Duration of illness (years)   9.5 (8.0)         8.7  (7.1)  

Extrapyramidal symptoms  5.8  (5.6)         5.1  (3.8)    

AIMS        8.4  (2.9)         8.5  (2.9)    

Antipsychotic drug dose (CPZ)2 665 (328)         631  (334)     

Biperidene (mg/day)     4.2  (1.8)          4.2  ( 1.6)    

1. Scale 1-7, (Brauns et al., 1997) : AIMS, Abnormal involuntary movement scale (n = 68/108 and 41/72); 
APM, Advanced progressive matrices; CPZ, chlorpromazine equivalents, excluding 2 patients without 
medication; Biperidene is an anticholinergic drug (n = 15/108 and 9/72); PANSS, Positive and negative 
syndrome scale; 

 
 
Table 2 
 
 

Levels of monoamines, metabolites and turnovers (metabolite/amine) in patients with 
schizophrenia (SCH) and control subjects (CON): 

(Data-providing samples from 108 patients and 63 controls : SD in italics) 
 

 
 DA  HVA  TR    NA  MHPG  TR    5-HT  5-HIAA TR 

   pg/ml  ng/ml      pg/ml  ng/ml       pg/ml  ng/ml   
 
SCH  142  14.21  129.44   1.160  4.913   5.863   160.74  12.46  0.101 
    96   8.01  117.10   .66   2.63   6.04   72.06  5.66  .09 
 N  90   96   85    97   102   97    100  99   98 
 
CON  118  12.52  126.74   1.025  5.252   6.174   159.41  12.99  0.089 
    81   6.05  84.37   .54   2.01   3.22   67.51  9.17  .06 

N  51   57   50    59   59    59    61   58   57 
 
Number of missing samples / cut-off (= mean ± 2SD) 
 
SCH  15/3  10/2  19/4   7/4   3/3    10/1   3/5   6/3   6/4  
 
CON  9/3   3/3   10/3   1/3   0/4    2/2    0/2   4/1   4/2 
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Medication: 

 

The study took place during the patients’ stay 

on the ward following clinical stabilization, 6 

weeks after admission (range 4-8 weeks). 

Antipsychotic drugs were administered to the 

patients according to the clinical 

requirements. The dose was normalised to 

chlorpromazine equivalents (CPZ) according to 

Benkert and Hippius (1986), Rey et al., (1989), 

Schulz et al., (1989), Kane (1996) and 

correspondence with the firms supplying 

olanzapine and sertindole. Two male patients 

were without medication at the time of 

testing, 49 (63% male) were administered 

typical antipsychotic drugs or risperidone, 43 

(67% male) received atypical medication 

(clozapine, olanzapine or sertindole), and 15 

(47% male) had a combination of both types 

of drug. In terms of the diagnosis of paranoid 

(n=76) vs. nonparanoid (n=31) schizophrenia 

40 vs. 9 received typical, 25 vs. 18 received 

atypical and 11 vs. 4 received both types of 

medication (Table 1).  

 

Sample Analysis: 

 

A 30 ml blood sample was taken at 08.00 in 

the morning (±30 min) after 10 hours of fast 

and rest and before medication, smoking, 

exercise and breakfast. The sample was 

centrifuged for 10 min at 2000g and the serum 

stored at –70°C until analysis. All samples 

were analyzed blind to their origin by reversed 

phase high performance liquid 

chromatography with a glassy carbon 

electrochemical detector using internal 

standards. Separate isocratic determinations 

were run for a) DA and NA, b) 5-HT with 

organic-sodium dihydrophosphate mobile 

phases (modified after Eriksson and Persson 

1982), c) HVA, 5-HIAA, (Gypta and Whelton 

1992) and d) MHPG with organic sodium-

acetate mobile phases (Minegishi and Ishizaki 

1984). Intra- and inter-assay coefficients of 

variation were DA 11.6/8.9%, NA 11.6/9.1%, 

5-HT 2.3/9.2%, HVA 7.1/19.8%, 5-HIAA 

6.0/7.3% and MHPG 6.9/18.1%, respectively. 

Recovery ranged from ca. 74-80% with the 

following sensitivities (ng/mL) for DA 0.5, NA 

0.01, 5-HT 1.0, HVA and 5-HIAA 1.25, and 

MHPG 1.0. 

Serum 5-HT measures were taken to 

provide comparable ratios between 

monoamines. Circulating 5-HT levels can be 

expressed in terms of platelet numbers, their 

protein content, or per unit volume of blood, 

serum or platelet-rich plasma. The first two 

methods may be contaminated by non-

platelet derivatives and their proteins, while 

the latter 3 types of measure can vary with 5-

HT release from the platelets into the serum. 

Nonetheless, a high correlation between 

platelet and circulating levels with excellent 

intra-individual replicability at 3 months has 

been repeatedly reported for healthy subjects 

(e.g. Jernej et al 2000; Croonenberghs et al 

2000). Our values match those reported by 

Jernej et al and 5 studies discussed (98-312 

ng/ml), and are somewhat lower than in 3 

reports on platelet-rich plasma and serum 

(269-271 ng/ml). Turnover rates are similar to 

a report on plasma values (Dursun et al 1997). 

The scarcity of outliers (±2 SD) is comparable 

with the other monoamines (Table 2), does 

not point to irregular platelet-release and 

emphasizes the lack of variability. 

 

Serum antipsychotic drug levels were 

estimated according to Rao (1986) with a 

radioreceptor assay technique using 
3
H-

spiroperidol as ligand with increasing 

concentrations of haloperidol and a DA D2-

receptor preparation from pig striatum. The 

resulting ‘neuroleptic unit’ ( DA D2-receptor 

antagonist binding activity in relation to the 

haloperidol standard) is the extent of 

displacement produced by 100 µL of serum 

containing haloperidol at a concentration of 1 

nmol/mL (0.37 ng, also the lower limit of 

detection). The intra- and inter-assay 

coefficients of variation were 5% and 8%, 

respectively.  

Central DA D2 receptor-occupancy was 

inferred from the antipsychotic dose versus 

D2-receptor occupancy, reported in the 

literature (Oades et al 2000b). Separate linear 

regression analyses for each drug related dose 

to occupancy. Thus, the approximate 

percentage occupancy for a given dose was 

computed from the occupancy regression: this 

could not be calculated for drugs for which 
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there were no published PET data
1
. Occupancy 

data were available from 76 patients. Lastly 

serum prolactin levels were determined by a 

radio-immunoassay (Biosource, Nivellis, 

Belgium) resulting in intra- and inter-assay 

coefficients of variation of 5% and 8%, 

respectively. 

Data treatment: 

 

The original sample consisted of 108 patients 

and 63 healthy controls. This number was 

reduced for each monoamine or metabolite 

measure by 0-4 by the removal of outliers 

(cut-off criterion ± 2 S.D.). Data for individual 

measures and the covariates, missing for 

technical reasons, reduced the sample further 

by 0-15 per measure leaving 73 patients and 

37 controls providing a full set of data for the 

3 monoamines and their 3 metabolites (Table 

2). Applying these criteria for the separate 

statistical consideration of a complete set of 

metabolite ratios resulted in a loss of data 

from a further 10 patients. 

A consideration of the sub-types of 

schizophrenia was based on a factor analysis 

of the symptom ratings that resulted in 4 

dimensions (Bender et al 2001): (1) 

disorganized (including thought disorder), (2) 

nonparanoid (largely negative symptoms), (3) 

ideas-of-reference and (4) paranoid (positive 

symptoms). Thus, comparisons contrasted 

paranoid (PN) with nonparanoid (NP) groups, 

and with respect to the median, high vs. low 

levels of thought-disorder (ThD) and ideas of 

reference (IoR). 

As most of the biochemical data did not 

show a normal distribution, they were 

converted to their natural logarithms. 

Spearman rank correlations were used to 

explore relationships, especially for 

determination of the need to use covariates in 

the diagnosis by biochemical measure 

analyses (e.g. demographic, clinical features 

and nicotine use). To avoid comparing related 

                                                           
1 PET data were not available at the time the 
regression analyses were calculated for the 
following antipsychotic drugs that were 
administered to at least one patient: bromperidol, 
chlorprothixene, fluphenazine, levomepromazine, 
perazine, promethazine, sulpiride, sertindole and 
zotepine. 

measures, separate multivariate analyses of 

variance (MANOVA) were used to examine 

clinical and biochemical group differences and 

interactions for (1) the 6 individual measures 

of the mono-amines and metabolites (DA, NA. 

5-HT, HVA, MHPG, 5-HIAA), and (2) the 5 

ratios (HVA/DA, MHPG/NA, 5-HIAA/5-HT, 

HVA/MHPG, HVA/5-HIAA). One-way ANOVAs 

specify the locus of significant effects. The 

expected relationships of DA D2 binding 

measures and prolactin levels with 

monoamine activity are described using a 

linear step-wise backward regression to 

determine the predictor variable. After 

contrasting patient with non-patient groups 

we consider the effect of medication followed 

by the different patient subgroups. 

RESULTS: 

Whole group comparisons: 

 

There were no differences between patient 

and control groups on age, years in education 

and parental socio-economic class (Table 1). 

But, as several biochemical measures 

correlated with age and IQ in healthy subjects 

and the relationships changed when patients 

were considered, these variables were used as 

covariates in MANOVA analyses (controls: 

age/IQ, respectively, with 5-HIAA, r = 

+0.41/+0.33, p < .002/.013; 5-HT turnover r = 

+0.24/+0.42, p < .07/.001; HVA/5-HIAA, r = –

0.31/-0.28, p < .03/.05; HVA/MHPG, r = –0.27, 

p < .05, IQ not significant). A pair-wise t-test 

comparison between males and females 

showed no within-group gender difference on 

any biochemical measure. 

Two-way MANCOVAS FOR group (patient 

and control) by biochemical measure (6 

amines and metabolites, or 5 ratios) were 

significant (respectively, F6,101 = 2.2, p = .05; 

F5,93 = 3.7, p = .004: Fig. 1). The first effect was 

explained by lower MHPG levels in the 

patients (F1,106 = 6.8, p < .01). The lower NA 

turnover implied was confirmed in the 

analysis of ratio measures (F1,97 = 10.5, p < 

.002). The analysis of metabolite ratios 

showed that the patients had a higher 5-HT 

turnover, that was further reflected in a lower 

HVA/5-HIAA ratio (F1,97 = 4.0 and 5.1, p < .05 

and .03, respectively). There were no group 
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differences for measures of DA, HVA or DA 

turnover. 

Oades et al (2000b) reported a higher DA 

D2-occupancy in female vs. male patients with 

schizophrenia (69% vs. 61%): these values 

were predicted to a similar degree in separate 

stepwise backward regressions for 2 measures 

among the amines and metabolites (F1,46 = 5.6, 

p = .007, R
2
 = 19.6, n49) and 3 of their ratios 

(F3,41 = 2.8, p = .05, R
2
 = 16.9, n45). NA and 

HVA had negative partial correlations with DA 

D2-occupancy (r=-0.31/-0.36, p=.003/ .013, 

respectively). HVA/MHPG and NA turnover 

were positively correlated (r =+0.33/+0.3, 

p=.029/.05, respectively), while HVA/5-HIAA 

was negatively associated with DA D2-

occupancy (r = - 0.39, p = .009). In contrast 

prolactin levels were not significantly 

predicted by the biochemical measures, 

although NA and 5-HT levels had non-

significant negative relationships. [As 

expected, prolactin levels were higher after 

treatment with typical (n = 44), typical and 

atypical (n = 15) vs. atypical (n = 40) types of 

antipsychotic drugs, [respectively, 1.11 SD 1.0; 

1.07 SD 0.9, 0.44 SD 0.4 nmol/L; F2,96 = 12.3, p < 

.00002)]. 

 

Medication: 

 

Considering the whole patient group, Figure 2 

shows the result of comparing the biochemical 

measures for patients receiving typical 

antipsychotic medication alone, atypical 

medication alone, or after simultaneous 

treatment with drugs from both categories. A 

clear increase of HVA/5-HIAA, HVA and DA 

was followed by a modest increase of NA and 

a non-significant increase of MHPG in those 

receiving atypical (with or without adjunctive 

typical agents) vs. typical medication.  

A comparison of the effects of dose 

(chlorpromazine equivalents, CPZ), DA D2-

occupancy and prolactin (reflecting the 

dopaminergic and serotonergic aspects of the 

agents administered) is shown in Figure 2. This 

shows that the HVA (and NA) changes were 

dependent on central DA D2-occupancy, as 

the significance of the ANOVA was removed, 

while DA and HVA/5-HIAA measures were only 

partially affected. Controlling for prolactin 

levels emphasized the HVA/5-HIAA increase 

after atypical agents without any marked 

effect on the dopaminergic measures. 

We contrasted paranoid patients on 

atypical vs. typical agents (n 14 vs. 25, with a 

further 7 receiving both: data not shown). As 

above, the increased HVA levels after atypical 

agents proved no longer significant after 

controlling for DA D2-occupancy, but 

covariance for prolactin left DA measures 

intact and uncovered a modest increase of 5-

HT for those only receiving typical neuroleptic 

drugs. Similarly the increased HVA/5-HIAA 

ratio after atypical agents was no longer 

significant after controlling for DA D2-

occupancy, but the significance of the 

difference was increased after covariance for 

PRL levels. These results may reflect the lower 

DA D2-occupancy expected after atypical 

agents, and their higher serotonergic affinity. 

The only datum showing a modest trend 

among the non-paranoid patients was an 

increase of DA levels after atypical drug 

treatment. But with only 20 patients divided 

between the three groups, this was not 

explored further. 

Effects of other categories of adjunctive 

medication were also briefly explored. 

Noradrenergic: Two patients received β-

noradrenergic drugs and were not considered 

in these analyses. Cholinergic: Administration 

of the anticholinergic biperidene (n=15) 

yielded no correlations with other biochemical 

parameters. Nicotine: Nicotine intake in 26 

control smokers (15 mg/d SD 10.3) was not 

correlated with any biochemical measure. In 

71 patients who smoked, nicotine intake (24 

mg/d SD 12.5) correlated negatively with 

MHPG and NA turnover (r = -0.23/-0.21, p = 

.02/.04) but was modestly associated with 

increasing DA levels (r = +0.2, p = .09). 

Benzodiazepines: The 13 patients on 

Lorazepam showed no significant biochemical 

changes with respect to other patients, 

despite their rather low DA turnover and 

slightly increased 5-HT turnover. Serotonin 

reuptake inhibitors : The 8 patients receiving 

these drugs showed lower 5-HT levels (56.8 SD 

61 vs. 183.1 SD 84; t = +4.8, p = .0001) with 

respect to the other patients and those on 

typical antipsychotic drugs, and high DA  
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Figure 1 
Monoamine and metabolite levels (above), with the turnover ratios for each and between-metabolite 
ratios for HVA (below) in patients with schizophrenia (n73) vs. healthy controls (n37): 5-HT turnover 
was larger in schizophrenia contributing to the smaller HVA/5-HIAA ratio (#, p < .05): MHPG levels 
(*, p < .01) and NA turnover (**, p < .002) were lower in schizophrenia. 

turnovers at levels above those on atypical 

antipsychotic drugs alone (233 SD 180 vs. 169 

SD 238; t = -2.6, p = .018). This resulted in a 

modest increase of HVA/5-HIAA ratios (2.4 SD 

1.8 vs. 1.4 SD 1.0; t = -2.0, p = .07). 

Risperidone: Dose tended to be correlated 

positively with DA levels (n 10, r = +0.56, p < 

.09), but in the 7 paranoid patients dose 

correlated positively with 5-HT turnover (r = 

+0.67, p = .097). 

 

Subgroup comparisons: paranoid/non-

paranoid diagnosis:  

 

A significant difference for those patients with 

(46) vs. those without (17) a diagnosis of 

paranoid schizophrenia (F5,55 = 2.8, p < .03) 

was explained by the paranoid patients 

showing a lower turnover for DA and NA (F1,59 

= 3.2 / 4.3, p < .08/.04, respectively). The 

relatively low DA activity in paranoid patients 

reflected lower HVA levels (F1,68 = 3.9, p < .05) 

that in turn explained in part the significantly 

lower HVA/5-HIAA ratio (F1,59 = 4.0, p < .05: 

Fig. 3).  

Medication in terms of chlorpromazine 

equivalents or alterations of prolactin levels 

did not differ between groups (for PN vs. NP, 

mean CPZ 702 SD 332 vs. 639 SD 385; PRL 0.94 

SD 1.0 vs. 0.67 SD 0.8 nM/L), and use of CPZ as 

a covariate did not alter the significance of the 

biochemical analyses. However, Oades et al 

(2000b) reported increased DA D2-occupancy 

in these paranoid patients: these values also 

differed significantly in the patients with 

biochemical data (PN 66% SD 19 vs. NP 54% SD 

23), and use of these values as a covariate 

removed the significance of DA turnover 

differences while leaving the NA turnover and 

HVA/5-HIAA differences intact. Thus while DA 

receptor-binding differences between 

paranoid and non-paranoid patients explained 

the lower DA activity in paranoid patients, the 

relative increase of 5-HT metabolism to DA 

metabolism and the increased NA turnover 

in non-paranoid patients were independent of 

antipsychotic medication 
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Figure 2 
 
Comparison of monoamine measures in groups of patients with schizophrenia treated with typical (T), 
atypical (A) or typical and atypical antipsychotic drugs (T+A).   
Above. After A and T+A treatment HVA increased, dependent on central DA D2 occupancy (cf. 
controlled by DA D2-occupancy in MANCOVA, right): DA levels also increased, somewhat dependent 
on dose (controlled by CPZ in MANCOVA, right): modest trend for NA increase (also dependent on 
DA D2 occupancy).  
Below. Marked increase of HVA/5-HIAA ratio after atypical drug treatment (A, T+A) that is only 
affected by DA D2-occupancy to a small degree (cf. MANCOVA right) 

Manova: F 12, 126 = 2.0, p = 0.02

Covariate   0          age/IQ     + CPZ     or D2     or PRL

dF               2, 68    2, 66         2, 65       2, 43      2, 60

HVA : F =  3.43     2.93          3.27        0.74       3.46  **
            p <  0.04     0.06          0.04        0.5         0.04

DA  :  F =   4.89    3.39           2.63         2.97       3.13  *
           p <   0.01    0.04           0.08         0.06       0.05  

Treatment with atypical vs. typical antipsychotic drugs (A or T+A) increases catecholamines 
and their metabolites, but not the indoleamines

Monoamine & metabolite levels after T (typical), 
A (atypical) or T+A (typical & atypical antipsychotic drugs)
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Atypical antipsychotic drugs (A or T+A) increase
 the ratio of DA-to-5-HT metabolism (HVA/5-HIAA)
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(typical), A (atypical) or T+A (typical & atypical antipsychotic drugs)
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Figure 3 
The turnover ratios for 3 monoamines and between-metabolite ratios for HVA in patients with 
paranoid (n46) vs. those with non-paranoid schizophrenic diagnoses (n17): Higher levels in NP 
patients, * p< .08, ** p< .05, *** p < .04 
 

Subgroup comparisons: high / low ratings of 

thought-disorder: 

 

Thought-disorder was the first dimension of 

the factor analysis of the symptom ratings. 

The MANOVA of the ratio measures of 

monoamine activity (F5,54 = 2.1, p < .08) 

showed that patients with much thought-

disorder exhibited lower HVA/5-HIAA ratios 

(F1,59 = 4.3, p < .04). This difference in the 

relative metabolism of DA and 5-HT was not 

explicable by HVA levels, that proved to be 

higher in those with low thought-disorder 

ratings (F1,67 = 4.2, p < .04: figure 4). 

 Changes of DA activity were not reflected 

by differences in chlorpromazine equivalents 

or DA D2 occupancy (low vs. high thought 

disorder: mean CPZ 751 SD 321 vs. 784 SD 344, 

DA D2 66 SD 15 vs. 65 SD 20%). Neither, used 

as a covariate, altered the result of the 

MANCOVA. However, prolactin levels were 

higher in the high thought-disorder group 

(0.98 SD 0.96 vs. 0.65 SD 0.74 nM/L). The 

significance was only 10% for the 23 vs. 22 

subjects providing biochemical data, and 

accordingly use of PRL as a covariate only 

rendered the MANCOVA modestly non-

significant (p = .053): but, measures differed at  

the 1% significance level for all patients for 

whom PRL levels were determined. Thus with 

this and the absence of group differences or 

covariate influence of D2-occupancy or 

medication dose it is hypothesized that a 5-HT 

component may enhance the expression of 

thought disorder, facilitate prolactin release 

and lower HVA/5-HIAA ratios. 

 

Subgroup comparisons: high / low ratings of 

ideas-of reference (IoR): 

 

IoR was the third dimension of the factor 

analysis of the symptom ratings. There were 

tendencies for DA and 5-HT turnover to be 

increased in the patients expressing IoR (both: 

F1,59 = 3.9, p < .05: Figure 4): increases of 

HVA/5-HIAA also tended to be significant after 

covarying for drug doses. 

When the analyses were covaried for DA 

D2-occupancy, the significance of DA activity 

disappeared while that for 5-HT activity 

increased. The opposite held for covarying 

with prolactin levels (i.e. DA activity increased 

significantly, and the 5-HT activity change was 

non-significant, implying a prolactin-5-HT 

relationship). This may be viewed against a 

background of the absence of significant 

group differences on CPZ, PRL and DA D2 

occupancy (low [n25] / high IoR [n20], 

respectively: CPZ 690 SD 329 vs. 862 SD 312; 

DA D2-occupancy 66 SD 20% vs. 64 SD 16%; 

PRL 0.94 SD 0.88 vs. 0.66 SD 0.83 nmol/L).  
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Figure 4 
 

Left: Metabolite levels for 3 monoamines and between-metabolite ratios for HVA in patients with 
little (n37) or much thought-disorder (n38): Patients with much thought disorder had lower HVA and 
HVA/5-HIAA ratios ** p < .04 and a trend to lower HVA/MHPG ratios, # p< .08). 
Right: Monoamines levels and their turnover ratios in patients expressing few (n36) or many Ideas-of-
Reference (n27). Those with many Ideas-of Reference had higher turnovers for 5-HT and DA (** p < 
.05), and the ratio of their metabolites was also higher after covarying for CPZ (** p < .05). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DISCUSSION: 

 

Our analysis suggests that patterns of serum 

indicators of monoamine activity vary with the 

predominant symptom dimensions and that 

an additional effect of antipsychotic 

medication can be shown by taking account of 

estimated DA D2-receptor occupancy and 

prolactin release. We discuss briefly the effect 

of atypical vs. typical medication followed by 

the 4 groups of schizophrenias studied. 

Medication: 

The most significant difference between 

patients receiving typical or atypical 

antipsychotic drugs was the increased HVA/5-

HIAA ratio recorded in those on atypical 

medication. This was not due to differences of 

5-HIAA or 5-HT levels (Figure 2 top), but rather 

the increased circulation of HVA. It should be 

noted that the relation of HVA to MHPG did 

not change due to a modest increase of 

MHPG. This in turn implies that the HVA 

recorded did reflect DA and not only NA 

metabolism. This interpretation is supported 

by the slight but significantly increased 

 

 

 

 

 

amount of DA recorded. But did the increased 

HVA reflect neural transmission? An 

alternative explanation is that the HVA 

reflected the breakdown of unused but 

released DA. The modest increase of DA 

measured would have been only partly 

compromised by the poor blood-brain 

transport of DA: other peripheral sources 

would have persisted. Thus one may argue 

that there was no significant HVA/DA increase 

as the levels of both components increased. 

But, the feature that argues strongly for 

increased postsynaptic DA activity after 

treatment with atypical drugs is that the HVA 

increases lost significance after covarying for 

the estimated occupancy of the D2-binding 

site (Figure 2). 

This result is concordant with the increase 

of DA and its metabolites following clozapine 

treatment in cortical and subcortical regions 

of rat brain (Cartmell et al 2001), and in 

plasma from patients with schizophrenia, 

where Green et al (1993) reported major HVA 

and more gradual DA and MHPG increases. 

Caution in too close an interpretation of the 

Monoamine Metabolites & the Ratio of
DA to NA & 5-HT Metabolites

Patients with much vs. little Thought Disorder (ThD)
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Monoamine Turnover / Utilization and 
Between-Metabolite Ratios
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HVA increase is necessary as clozapine 

enhances NA metabolism (as is evident in our 

results) and about a quarter of the HVA 

measured peripherally may be contributed 

from (central) NA metabolism (Amin et al 

1995). One limit to the measures and 

conclusions drawn here is the insensitivity to 

5-HT-related measures. However, while it has 

been suggested that too much 5-HT derives 

from peripheral sources for a signal to emerge 

from CNS changes (Lieberman and Koreen, 

1993), one would expect drug-induced 

alterations to affect the activity of both 

sources: further, Maas et al (1980) reported 

that up to a third of the 5-HIAA excreted, 

derived from central sources. A second limit is 

the limited proportion of DA that may leak 

from the brain to the peripheral circulation. 

How-ever, again one would expect the drugs 

to have a similar action on peripheral DA 

activity, and increased DA levels in 

schizophrenia have been noted else-where 

(Rao et al. 1990) notably after clozapine 

treatment (Schulz et al 1994; 1997). 

Schizophrenia as a group: 

 

Compared to healthy controls the patients 

evidenced a) no differences of DA metabolism, 

b) lower NA metabolism, but c) higher 5-HT 

metabolism, reflected also in lower HVA/5-

HIAA ratios. It is tempting to interpret the lack 

of DA metabolic differences as reflecting the 

success of medication in countering 

hypodopaminergia. However, a lower NA and 

higher 5-HT turnover suggests also where 

medication has not normalized activity, 

despite the normalizing direction in which 

atypical neuroleptics act (see above). The fact 

that DA metabolism and the HVA/5-HIAA ratio 

negatively predicted and NA metabolism 

positively predicted DA D2-occupancy 

supports the attribution of the direction of 

change to the antipsychotic drug treatment. 

The opposite generalization would be that the 

patients exhibited lower catecholamine-ergic 

but higher serotonergic metabolism than 

normal. Consistent with this, Yoshimura et al 

(2000) found that where there was an 

improvement of negative symptoms (not 

usually a marked observation) MHPG 

increased correlating with the medication 

metabolite, and higher 5-HIAA levels were 

especially associated with patients showing a 

poor prognosis (Waring 1995). More 

surprising was our finding no predictive 

relationship between the monoaminergic 

measures and prolactin levels. Considering 

that DA antagonism raises (Bagli et al. 1999) 

while 5-HT antagonism lowers prolactin levels 

(Tuinier et al 1996), the data are likely 

confounded by both the heterogeneity of the 

patients (with putatively more and less of a 5-

HT impairment) and of the result of half being 

treated with drugs with a 5-HT antagonist 

action and half not. 

 

Paranoid vs. nonparanoid diagnoses: 

 

Relatively suppressed DA activity in paranoid 

patients was explained by the increased DA 

D2-receptor occupancy that this group 

exhibited, but suppressed NA activity and 

HVA/5-HIAA ratios survived controlling for this 

effect of medication. It could be argued that 

the higher HVA/5-HIAA ratio in paranoid 

patients reflected increased 5-HT metabolism 

as reported for this group by Markianos et al 

(1992). Similarly the higher NA metabolism in 

the non-paranoid group may have reflected 

the negative symptoms not seen in the 

paranoid group, as Pickar et al (1990) 

reported. (Note, however that as NA turnover 

was still lower than in the healthy group, a 

positive effect of medication should still be 

reflected by an increase.) Increased sensitivity 

of the HT2a-receptor and subsensitive alpha-2 

receptors have been hypothesized to be 

contributory factors in schizophrenia (e.g. 

Brambilla et al 1994). While these altered 

receptor states could underlie our results, our 

conclusions are limited by the absence of a 

suitable control for the binding of 

antipsychotic drugs to these receptors. 

 

More/less thought-disorder: 

 

Increased HVA/5-HIAA ratios were not 

explained by changes of DA metabolism, 

chlorpromazine equivalents (dose) nor DA D2-

occupancy, but related to the higher PRL 

levels seen in those with more thought-

disorder. This cannot be explained by a 

disproportionate number of patients with 

much thought-disorder also being treated 

with typical neuroleptics that raise prolactin 
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levels via DA D2 antagonism: 20 patients with 

severe thought disorder received typical and 

24 atypical antipsychotic drugs, while 28 with 

low thought disorder received typical agents 

and 18 received atypical drugs. Thus a 

serotonergic mechanism is postulated. 

Indeed, a number of 5-HT receptor changes in 

schizophrenia have been detailed by Brunello 

et al (1995). Further, challenge studies with m-

chlorophenylpiperazine revealed that the 

symptoms of those with positive thought-

disorder were the most sensitive (Krystal et al 

1993), and gating and cognitive function have 

been related to 5-HT activity in disorganized 

patients with thought-disorder (Oades et al 

2000a).  

 

The ideas-of-reference dimension (IoR): 

 

If IoR are predominant among the symptoms 

then both DA and 5-HT turnover is more rapid 

than in those patients with few such 

symptoms: yet, the ratio of the two 

transmitter activities (HVA/5-HIAA) was also 

increased. Covariance with DA D2-receptor 

occupancy demonstrated the contribution of 

D2-antagonists to this result, while covariance 

with prolactin levels indicated a 5-HT binding 

component to a treatment-induced change. 

However, it should be noted that the 

comparison with controls shows that while 

the changes were in the direction of 

normalization for the between-metabolite 

ratio, this was achieved by exaggerating the 

turnover response of both DA and 5-HT 

individually (cf. Figures 1 and 4). A 

parsimonious interpretation would be that 

while atypical medication, as shown above, 

tended to normalize the ratio of activity in the 

two monoaminergic systems, this was 

achieved at the expense of exaggerating the 

activity in the individual systems. While this 

may have ameliorated some clinical features, 

it may not have been productive for 

controlling IoR. 

 The attribution of a role for DA, and 

possibly 5-HT activity to manifestations of 

delusional beliefs is not novel (Miller 1984), 

delusions were reported to be inversely 

related to DA uptake (Dean et al 1992), to 

prolactin release (Kulkarni et al 1990) and to 

DA infusions to a patient with Parkinson’s 

disease (Kulkarni et al 1992). The limits to a 

similar interpretation of our present data lie 

firstly in that we cannot demonstrate whether 

the putative relationship of prolactin to 5-HT 

activity postulated here is a direct one or 

occurs indirectly via DA mechanisms (cf. 

mesocortical DA modulation by serotonergic 

mechanisms, Rollema et al. 1997; Kuroki et al. 

1999). Secondly, Zhang et al noted that 

although HVA levels correlated negatively with 

delusions in non-medicated patients, 

increased HVA levels may be indicative of 

more neuropathology. The present analysis 

cannot demonstrate a link between overall 

illness severity and DA activity. However, an 

attempt to control for the influence of 

increasing doses of antipsychotic drugs 

(chlorpromazine equivalents) did not remove 

the significance of the differences recorded 

between patients with more or fewer ideas-

of-reference. 

 In conclusion, we believe we have been 

able by exploratory control measures for the 

DA and 5-HT actions of medication to show 

that atypical antipsychotic drugs can exert a 

normalizing role on the HVA/5-HIAA metabolic 

ratios that are in general lower than in healthy 

subjects. Indeed these ratios are lower in 

paranoid vs. nonparanoid patients, in those 

with less thought disorder but more ideas-of-

reference. Controlling for DA D2-occupancy 

and prolactin secretion implicates a 

serotonergic contribution to these differences, 

while still pointing to catecholaminergic (DA 

and NA) activity anomalies in the 

paranoid/nonparanoid distinction. The 

contributions of DA and 5-HT metabolism to 

the symptom dimensions of thought disorder 

and ideas-of reference has implications for the 

fine tuning of the treatment of choice for 

individuals depending on their predominant 

symptom dimensions. 
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